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Earn It! 
Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called children of God. – Matthew 5:1-10 

My uncle, my mother’s older brother, was a soldier during the Second World War. He 

was stationed at a radar installation in England. While he was there, he met a young 

woman from a nearby town. They fell in love, got married and had a little girl. When the 

war ended, my uncle had to return to Canada; his wife would not leave England. And so 

my uncle had to leave his wife and daughter behind. He never saw his wife again. He 

remarried a divorced woman, adopted her two children and had another daughter with 

her. 

All through my growing up years, I did not know that I had a cousin in England. It was 

one of those family secrets that do not get talked about. But in the early 1990s, my uncle 

got an envelope in the mail with an English stamp. Inside the envelope was a letter with 

an almost forgotten name at the bottom. The writer was a teacher who was planning to 

come to Edmonton for a year on a teacher exchange. She wanted to make contact with 

her father, who had been from Edmonton. She had found his name in a phone book. 

Might he be her father? Could she visit?  

We met my long-lost cousin once or twice while she was in Edmonton, but for my uncle, 

the wounds of that painful time were too deep, and the reunion did not go well. My 

cousin returned to England, and we have not heard from her since.  

I wonder sometimes why my uncle, who was in every other way so open, warm and 

dedicated to family, was unable to establish a relationship with his long-lost daughter. I 

wonder about how deep the pains and the wounds of that time must have been. I wonder 

what it must have been like for him to carry those painful wounds all his life. I wonder 

whether remaining quiet about those wounds kept him from healing. I wonder whether 

things might have been different with my long-lost cousin if he had been more intentional 

about remembering, grieving and healing.   

I know that our family’s loss was minor compared to many other families. My uncle 

came home, and was able to remarry, adopt his wife’s two children and have another with 

her. Many others never had that chance. The last few years we lived in Lacombe, we 

became acquaintanted with the Greff family, whose son, Master Corporal Byron Greff 



was the last Canadian to be killed in Afghanistan in October 2011. They had a memorial 

in their living room in tribute to him. Byron was a husband and father, a son, a brother, a 

cousin, a friend. His death left this huge gaping wound in his family and community. 

There will be, for decades, this sense of loss about how much is missing because he was 

killed. Sometimes, when I look at the lists of memorial lists of those who gave their lives 

in service to their country, I try to imagine the impact and the grief of having dozens of 

Byrons gone, dozens of young people violently killed during their military service.  

But even those who came home from the war often came home with physical and 

emotional wounds. My uncle’s emotional wounds are a fairly minor example of that.  

I share those personal connections as one small personal window on the tragedy that is 

war, and on why, over a century after the end of the First World War, seventy-four years 

after the end of the Second World War, sixty-six years after the end of the Korean 

conflict, eight years after the death of the last Canadian soldier to die in combat, people 

still need to grieve, people still need to remember and people still need to heal.  

People come together on this weekend to remember. Remembering is important. 

November 11 is the anniversary of the armistice that ended the First World War, but it 

was not just the end of the war; it was the beginning of the peace, and part of what we 

need to remember is that peace is fragile and must be struggled for with every bit as 

much courage and creativity and commitment as victory.  

One of my favorite war movies is Stephen Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan. The gist of 

the story is that Private Ryan is one of four brothers, all of whom enlisted as soldiers 

during the Second World War. One by one, all three of his brothers are killed in battle. 

When the commanders realize that he is the only one left, they decide that, for the sake of 

his family, Private Ryan must survive. But his squad is in the middle of a terribly 

dangerous mission, so a squad of soldiers is sent to protect him. At the end of the movie, 

Private Ryan has been saved at the cost of a whole squad of soldiers, and a dying sergeant 

tells him to “earn it.” Every time I see that scene, I think those words are addressed to 

me, and to you. People I never knew have died for me. Earn it. People you never knew 

have died for your freedom. Earn it. “To you from failing hands is thrown the torch.” 

Earn it. You and I are called to live our lives in such a way that those soldiers will feel 

that we did not let them down, that we did not squander the sacrifice they made, that we 

struggled for democracy and justice and peace with every bit as much valour and vigour 

and vision as they did. Earn it.  



Peace is not something that can be taken for granted. Peace is fragile, because people are 

diverse and while diversity is a tremendous gift, it can also be the source of conflict. 

Conflict is a part of life, and so peace is fragile; it is always on the verge of breaking 

down. So we need peacemakers, people in every situation who are committed not just to 

their own well-being, but who are prepared to sacrifice for peace and to the things that 

make for peace.  

The French version of our national anthem includes the words: 

 Car ton bras sait porter lepee 

 Il sait porter la croix.  

 

 As your arm is ready to wield the sword 

 So is it ready to carry the cross.  

 

That line reminds us that victory may be won by the sword, but the peace is won by 

sacrifice, by the cross. And so we remember Jesus’ words that it is those who sacrifice 

themselves, the meek, the pure in heart, those who are persecuted, those who hunger and 

thirst for justice, who are blessed because the future belongs to them. They are the 

peacemakers, and every community, at every time needs peacemakers.  

We ought to be grateful for those among us as peacemakers. There are many 

peacemakers, for whom I am grateful, and I want to thank some of them today. You 

might want to join me in expressing your gratitude for these peacemakers:   

• In situations of conflict, there are often those caught up in violence who need to be 

kept apart, so let’s express our gratitude for soldiers and peacekeepers who stand 

in between warring groups at great risk and with great courage.  

• Within communities, people are often tempted to break the law so we have people 

in uniform - police, sheriffs, and court officers of many kinds to keep the peace. 

We call those people peace officers. So let’s express our gratitude for peace 

officers.  

• Perhaps the most common conflicts are within families – kids get into fights, 

parents fight, kids and parents fight, even adult children fight, and those fights can 

be particularly vicious, as any lawyer will tell you. So I think of people who keep 

peace within families as peacemakers. Perhaps you know of someone who is a 

peacemaker in your family or another family, or a therapist or pastor or friend who 

has helped keep the peace in a family. Let’s express our gratitude for them.  

• There is conflict wherever people are together, in schools and workplaces, to take 

just two examples. And so, of course there have to be peacemakers in such places. 

Schools have Peer Support Teams which are trained to help resolve problems in 



the school or on the playground, and I think of them as peacemakers. I think of 

teachers as peacemakers. At the high school there are clubs working on 

environmental and social justice issues that are pursuing peace at a wider level. In 

the workplace, there is often conflict between employers and employees, and I 

think of union officials and mediators who promote fairness and safety in the 

workplace as peacemakers. Let’s express our gratitude for peacemakers in schools 

and workplaces.  

• In any community, there are some are wealthy and powerful and others don’t have 

enough, there are some who are lucky and there are others who struggle with all 

kinds of problems. If those differences are allowed to fester, they will generate a 

lot of conflict, and so I think of those who help the underprivileged as 

peacemakers. In this community, there are social workers, and life coaches, there 

are organizations like the Food Bank and the Lending Cupboard and the Christmas 

Bureau and people who volunteer in all kinds of ways to look after those who are 

in any kind of need. Each in their own way are peacemakers. Let’s express our 

gratitude for peacemakers who serve the vulnerable.    

• There can be no peace when there is injustice, when some have plenty and others 

don’t have enough, when some have all the power and others are voiceless. So we 

always will need peacemakers who have a broad vision of peace, a vision that 

includes justice, compassion and building a community in which the powerful use 

their power to help the weak and the wealthy use their wealth to help the poor. So 

I am grateful for groups like Urban Aboriginal Voices, the Friendship Centre, 

CAPRA, the Golden Circle, Rotary, Kiwanis, the Rebekahs and IODE; and further 

afield groups like the Canadian Foodgrains Bank and Kairos and church 

development agencies which do such important work, and the various agencies of 

the United Nations which pursue peace through justice. Let’s express our gratitude 

for them.  

 

I’ve left out some I know. When we sing our national anthem we commit ourselves to 

“stand on guard” for Canada. I think each of us, in our own small corner of this great 

country, are called to stand on guard, to be peacemakers who make our country, our 

province, our community, our neighbourhood, our family, a fairer, more peaceful place. I 

hope each of you seeks to be such a peacemaker, and so I am grateful for you. Amen! 

 

 


